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Abstract

We document a negative statistical association between the US “drone program” (con-
stant surveillance plus strikes) launched in 2008 and insurgent violence in Pakistan. We
utilize a panel regression empirical strategy in which the drone program was assigned to
the North Waziristan Agency of Pakistan’s tribal belt. The program was associated with a
reduction of 9.36 and 12.81 insurgent attacks per month and 51.28 to 86.10 casualties per
month. These are large effect sizes given that in the year before the program was implemented
the region experienced around 21 attacks per month, resulting in around 100 casualties per
month. We explain the results by arguing that the drone program not only caused damage
to the targeted organizations in the form of leadership decapitation but also unleashed crises
of trust, communication, and movement, leading to organizational changes that limited their
ability to undertake violence. The findings and their theoretical implications are relevant to
scholarly and policy debates on efficacy of drones as well as debates on air-power, dynamics
of violence during civil war, counterterrorism, and counterinsurgency.
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1 Introduction

Drones - also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) - are central to important security policy
issues of our time, having been employed by the United States (US) government in insurgency
ridden war theaters of Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Pakistan, Syria, Somalia, and Yemen. Under
President Obama, drones became a visible feature of the US counterinsurgency and counterter-
rorism strategy. Despite extensive criticism regarding collateral damage, breach of presidential
powers and legality of the drone program, President Obama publicly defended the program on
grounds of efficacy. “[Drone] strikes have saved lives,” he remarked, in a speech at the National
Defense University in 2013.1

Yet, the consequences of drones in general and for insurgent groups in particular remain
unsettled in scholarly debates. Some scholars argue that drones can provide states with important
advantages against asymmetric foes (Zegart 2015; Horowitz, Kreps, and Fuhrmann 2016); others
disagree, seeing limited utility of drones to counterterrorism and counterinsurgency (Cronin 2013;
Kilcullen 2016; Hazelton 2017a). Recent empirical investigations on effects of drone strikes paint
a complex picture. Scholars have studied the effects of targeting by drones on violence, patterns of
violence, propaganda, and interest in jihadi literature (Johnston and Sarbahi 2016; Abrahms and
Potter 2015; Smith and Walsh 2013; Nielsen 2016). Important studies by Johnston and Sarbahi
(2016) and Abrahms and Potter (2015) evaluate the effect of individual drone strikes on the short-
term dynamics of insurgent violence. Johnston and Sarbahi (2016) find a negative correlation
between drone strikes and insurgent violence on a week-to-week basis. Abrahms and Potter (2015)
find a positive correlation between drone strikes that decapitate leaders and insurgent violence
against civilians.

In this study, we contribute to both theoretical and empirical debates on drones by study-
ing the impact of a drone program on insurgent violence. We do so in the context of Pakistan.
Drawing on novel information obtained from interviews, we posit that from January 2008 the US
government implemented a drone program consisting of a sustained campaign of strikes enabled by
a wide-reaching surveillance component in select regions of Pakistan’s insurgency affected tribal
areas. The surveillance and the associated strikes were possible in one district, the North Waziris-
tan Agency, and not in five other districts of the tribal areas because of a covert counterterrorism
collaboration between the US and Pakistani governments.2 Thus, our primary contribution is
to focus on the impact of the US drone program as a unified whole, rather than attempting to
quantify the impact of individual strikes. Previous empirical work has not attempted to measure
the total impact of the drone program, which need not reflect simply the aggregation of the effect
of many individual strikes.

In our empirical strategy, we exploit the geographical variation in the imposition of the “flight
boxes” - regions demarcated for surveillance and strikes as part of the program - across tehsils,
a granular political unit of analysis in Pakistan’s tribal belt. We rely on panel estimation to
compare 9 tehsils that were targeted under the program to the 23 tehsils that were not targeted.
We compare how insurgent violence - as measured using the number of incidents of violence and
the resulting casualties - evolved before and after the launch of the drone program in tehsils

1. Full Text of President Obama’s speech: “Remarks by the President at the National Defense
University.” Whitehouse.gov. May 23, 2013. Accessed: Aug 17, 2015.

2. We rely on, as Kocher and Monteiro (2016) advocate, detailed qualitative information for
careful tracing of “micro-level” and “...the macro-level historical dynamics shaping the data” to
establish our research design.
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that fell inside the flight boxes to those that were outside. To achieve this, we draw on a novel
fine-grained geo-coded violence dataset from Pakistan.

We find that the US drone program in the 9 tehsils of the North Waziristan Agency was
correlated with a reduction between 9.36 and 12.81 insurgent attacks per month and 51.28 to
86.10 casualties per month. If given a causal interpretation, these estimates suggest the drone
program had a large effect, given that in the year before it was implemented the region experienced
around 21 attacks per month, resulting in around 100 casualties per month. Results from an event-
study clarify under what assumptions our data are consistent with a negative causal impact of the
drone program on violence. We also replicate and build on a previous finding from the literature
(Johnston and Sarbahi 2016). We show that individual drone strikes are correlated with short-run
reductions in violence but find that such effects only account for about a quarter of the negative
association between the drone program and insurgent violence. These results are robust to a
variety of alternative specifications and other checks.

We explain the main finding of our analysis with mechanisms of insurgent reorganization
under the drone program. We extend the dominant theoretical perspective on targeting in the
security studies literature focusing on the implications of kinetic damage, such as killing of leaders,
the rank-and-file insurgents and/or civilians. Although our results are consistent with such kinetic
effects, we believe our empirical findings are best understood as the result of a combination of
both the kinetic and anticipatory effects of the program. We claim that the US drone program
generated sustained anticipatory effects: effects that result from the fear of being targeted. We
suggest that such anticipatory effects lead to at least three crises in insurgent life: constraints on
movement, fear of using communication devices, and constant mistrust of cadres. We contend that
these crises compelled insurgents to change their operational profiles, leading to a reduction in
violence over the long term. We present novel suggestive qualitative evidence, involving interviews
with members of Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban, to demonstrate that the US drone program
changed their operational behavior as per the proposed mechanisms.

Our findings provide a novel assessment of the consequences of the US drone program in
Pakistan. We complement Johnston and Sarbahi (2016) who show that each drone strike in
FATA corresponded with short-run reduction in violence. Our findings offer nuance to the view
that drone strikes fuel insurgency in areas where they are carried out (Kilcullen and Exum 2009;
Mazzetti and Shane 2013; Boyle 2013). If the strength of the insurgency is proxied by levels
and casualties of violence, we find the US drone program curtailed the strength of the Pakistan
Taliban-led insurgency in the North Waziristan Agency.

Our results also relate to the work of Abrahms and Potter (2015) on the short-run implications
of leadership decapitation by drones in Pakistan. They find that drone strikes are correlated with
short-run increases in violence against civilians. Our empirical results do not contradict this, since
we do not explore violence against civilians specifically; however, our theoretical explanation of
the empirical patterns departs from the mechanisms argued by Abrahms and Potter (2015). They
suggest that decapitation strikes remove key principals, whose agents, in the absence of direction,
are more likely to victimize civilians. In contrast, our theoretical position implies that because of
anticipatory effects, a drone program not only undermines principal-agent relationships but also
impairs intra-agent coordination, leading to overall organizational degradation.

Our results contribute to the broader debates on airpower, counterinsurgency, and civil war.
The findings challenge the scholarly view that use of air-power against insurgents is counterpro-
ductive (Pape 1996; Lyall and Wilson 2009; Kocher, Pepinsky, and Kalyvas 2011; Lyall 2014;
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Dell and Querubin 2016). Kocher, Pepinsky, and Kalyvas (2011) note a “. . . growing consensus
on the limitations of air power as a coercive instrument.” The drone program is a distinct form
of air-power, and we find that it produced a militarily favorable outcome for the governments of
United States and Pakistan. Our study also offers a contrast to perspectives skeptical of purely
coercive options for disrupting insurgencies (Nagl et al. 2008; Lyall and Wilson 2009; Berman
and Matanock 2015).3 This skepticism is rooted in assumptions about the importance of civilians
to asymmetric contests. This line of scholarship argues that effectiveness of force deployments
depends on civilian collaboration, which is best obtained through incentives like security and/or
service provision. As we show, the drone campaign damaged the insurgent coalition of Al-Qaeda
and the Pakistan Taliban without courting the civilian population in impacted areas. Moreover,
the result was achieved despite harm to civilians (Drones 2012; Director of National Intelligence,
n.d.; Drone War 2017).

To be clear, neither our theoretical position nor our findings in any way condone harm to
civilians by drones. From a positivist standpoint, the key implication of our work is that drones
produced some strategically advantageous effects despite harming civilians. From a normative
standpoint, we believe that our evidence and theoretical position on efficacy cannot alone justify
the use of drones. It is our view that the US government and other militaries ought to be much
more transparent about the use of drones and their impact on civilian lives. Our finding that
strategic gains are possible even when civilians are harmed should be a call for an even greater
focus on civilian protection. In the absence of functional incentives to protect civilians, we worry
that militaries and counterterror forces may be prone to civilian abuse.

2 Theoretical Perspectives

We conceptualize the drone program as a campaign of strikes delivered via precision based strike
platforms like drones and enabled by a sustained surveillance operation which triangulates insur-
gent identities and locations using ground-based intelligence sources and overhead aerial observa-
tion. Such a program can plausibly shape insurgent violence, which is an important feature of
insurgent politics (Fearon and Laitin 2003; Berman and Matanock 2015; Kalyvas 2006; Cederman
and Vogt 2017; Leites and Wolf Jr 1970; Lyall 2009; Condra and Shapiro 2012; Biddle, Friedman,
and Shapiro 2012). To predict how a drone program may shape insurgent violence, we synthesize
and expand on insights from a variety of existing theoretical perspectives.

2.1 Drone Program as an Antagonist to Violence

Here we primarily discuss two possible mechanisms by which a drone program might reduce
insurgent violence: kinetic and anticipatory.

Kinetic effects consist of damage to insurgent organizations resulting directly from the impact
of the drone strikes themselves. Kinetic damage can shape insurgent violence through a range

3. An important literature argues the opposite, placing violence that alters opportunity struc-
tures of civilians as crucial to success of state forces. See: Leites and Wolf Jr (1970) and Hazelton
(2017b). On channels through which “soft” counterinsurgency, involving aid provision, may prove
to be counterproductive, see: Sexton (2016).
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of channels simultaneously; for example, drone strikes may diminish the targeted organization’s
organizational strength, its support base, or political will. Examples of kinetic effects which may
trigger such changes include leadership decapitation, rank-and-file attrition, logistical hardships
due to lost capabilities, casualties of civilian supporters, and damage to other tangible resources.
Any of these might lead to a reduction in the ability of a targeted group to perpetrate violence.
Such effects have been extensively examined in studies of air-power, counterinsurgency, and lead-
ership decapitation (Pape 1996; Lyall 2009; Jordan 2009; Downes 2011; Johnston 2012; Price
2012; Lyall 2014; Jordan 2014; Abrahms and Potter 2015; Condra and Shapiro 2012; Dell and
Querubin 2016; Johnston and Sarbahi 2016).

While kinetic effects are at the heart of targeting by a drone program, there is another distinct
mechanism which can lead to a reduction in insurgent violence. We call it the anticipatory effects
mechanism. In this mechanism, the anticipation of targeting - rather than damage from actual
strikes - undermines insurgent capabilities. We believe that under a drone program such anticipa-
tory effects can substantially diminish insurgent capabilities by making them more disorganized.
These effects have received less thorough attention in the literature, especially in comparison to
the kinetic effects mechanism.4

To understand the source and potential of the anticipatory effects of a drone program, con-
sider the US government’s drone deployment in the contemporary period. US drone deployments
leverage human intelligence, signals interception (SIGNINTs), Intelligence, Surveillance and Re-
connaissance (ISR) paraphernalia, and a precise weapons delivery platform in the forms of the
MQ-1B and MQ-9 Predators. Such deployments are able to combine precision targeting with
superior surveillance capability.5 According to the US Air Force, each aircraft can stay aloft for
up to 17 hours at a time, loitering over an area and sending back real-time imagery. The US
government uses this capability to assess patterns of on the ground activity in order to generate
further leads on both targets and locations.6 Furthermore, as part of the program, the US govern-
ment is capable of acting on available intelligence, both from overhead and ground surveillance, on
very short notice; it can also undertake follow up monitoring and/or targeting without delay. The
combination of precision, monitoring, and long loitering allows drones to engage targets whose
location is known before intelligence becomes invalid.

Under a sustained campaign of drone strikes with characteristics and capabilities akin to those
available to the US government, we expect insurgents are likely to anticipate being targeted. While
insurgents anticipate targeting in response to any campaign by state forces and calibrate their or-
ganizations accordingly, under a drone program the anticipation may be particularly high. In turn,
such anticipation may compel insurgents to significantly adjust their organizational practices to
mitigate the threat posed by a drone program with near-instant targeting capability. Specifically,
it may compel insurgents to alter the way they move, communicate, and interact within their

4. Johnston and Sarbahi (2016) discuss related ideas under the label of a “disruption” mecha-
nism, though with limited details on the causal process. For example, they point out that a drone
program increases the risk to insurgents of operating in the target area. They mention that this
might cause significant organizational challenges for insurgent groups and limit their territorial
control; however, they do not specify how this may happen. We contribute to the literature by
explicating these ideas significantly in this section theoretically and in the section 6 empirically.

5. Based on fact sheets made available by the Air Combat Command, Public Affairs Office; 115
Thompson St., Langley AFB, VA 23665-1987

6. Strikes motivated by such patterns have been referred to as signature strikes in the media.See:
Obama’s drone war kills ‘others,’ not just al Qaida leaders.
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group. Activities of movement involving patrolling and picketing may become challenging to exe-
cute; insurgents may feel that moving around in groups and manning certain positions produces
detectable patterns that can lead to a strike, forcing them to stay in hiding. Modes of commu-
nication involving radios or mobile and satellite phones may become challenging to maintain as
insurgents feel that interception of communication devices provides cues about their locations.
Regular intra-group interaction, in the form of meetings, may break down altogether; insurgent
leaders and rank-and-file may exercise caution in who they interact with out of the fear of revealing
their location to spies, even within their own ranks.

We base our first hypothesis on the effects of both kinetic and anticipatory effects:

Hypothesis 1a All else being equal, violence decreases during the operation of the drone program

Hypothesis 1b All else being equal, individual drone strikes will be followed by a reduction in
violence

Hypothesis 1b follows from our discussion of the kinetic effects of the drone program. We
expect most individual drone strikes to inflict some form of kinetic damage on insurgent orga-
nizations, thereby having the potential to reduce violence. In contrast, the anticipatory effects
mechanism provides less motivation for this hypothesis. As this hypothesis has been tested else-
where in the literature (Johnston and Sarbahi 2016; Abrahms and Potter 2015), our empirical
strategy focuses on hypothesis 1a.7

Hypothesis 1a is motivated by both the kinetic and anticipatory mechanisms. Under a drone
program, the damage due to kinetic effects may last well into the future, thereby reducing insurgent
violence for a period of time. Short-run kinetic effects can also provide some motivation for 1a since
strikes occurred continually throughout the program. The anticipatory mechanism may separately
undermine violence once insurgents become aware of such a campaign. The anticipatory effect
may amplify the damage due to kinetic effects. It may impose limits on the extent to which
insurgents can recover from the deficits created by the kinetic effects.

2.2 Drone Program as a Catalyst for Violence

We recognize that there are many sources of countervailing effects that may reduce the constraints
imposed by the kinetic and anticipatory effects of a drone program, if any. We consider two
plausible sources of countervailing effects emphasized in existing scholarship, which may lead to
the continuity of or increases in insurgent violence. These countervailing effects motivate the
following alternative hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2a All else being equal, violence does not change during the operation of the drone
program

Hypothesis 2b All else being equal, violence decreases during the early stages of the drone pro-
gram but reverts either partially or completely towards pre-program levels in the long-run

Hypothesis 3 All else being equal, violence increases during the operation of the drone program

7. We briefly revisit this in section 6.1.
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One important consideration is that groups may find ways to adapt to the existence of the
drone program. Insurgents may come up with novel organizational structures, practices, and
tactics in response to a drone program. Such adaptation might occur quite rapidly or may take
place over a longer period of time. This reasoning generates the implications of hypotheses 2a and
2b.

What might be the source of such insurgent adaptation and change? The degree to which an
insurgent group may adapt can depend on the targeted group’s intrinsic type. An important strand
of the scholarship on civil war posits that outcomes of targeting insurgent groups are conditioned
by the group type. Scholars argue that some armed groups possess attributes like social bases,
quality recruits, institutionalization, and prior experiences of selective violence that make them
both resilient and dynamic (Staniland 2014; Weinstein 2006; Finkel 2015; Long 2014; Jordan 2009,
2014; Chenoweth and Dugan 2010). It is reasonable to expect that such groups may call upon
good organizational practices, high quality recruits, local embeddedness, and/or skills acquired
from previous experience of repression to adjust to the pressures of the drone program, recover
when harmed quickly, and adapt and learn overtime. We think adaptation effects are plausible in
the case of the US drone program in Pakistan because Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban, the
two main targeted groups, were resilient organizations.

The second source of countervailing effects we consider stems from civilian behaviour. Tar-
geted groups may be able to leverage civilian behavior to their advantage. An important strand
of the conflict processes scholarship posits the importance of civilian behavior during wartime
(Berman and Matanock 2015; Kalyvas 2006). One view generally considers civilians to be central
conduits of information in irregular warfare; the side civilians favor or collaborate with in wartime
has an advantage in information and thereby an advantage in undertaking violence (Galula 1964;
Berman, Shapiro, and Felter 2011; Lyall 2010; Hirose, Imai, and Lyall 2017). Some scholars argue
the importance of “legitimacy” in the eyes of civilians as key to attaining civilian collaboration in
a conflict. Legitimacy may be a function of levels of service provision, in-group bias, and/or col-
lateral damage (Berman, Shapiro, and Felter 2011; Condra and Shapiro 2012; Lyall 2014; Kocher,
Pepinsky, and Kalyvas 2011). If the drone program undermines the legitimacy of counterinsur-
gents we might expect it’s effectiveness to be consequently diminished. This provides yet another
motivation for hypotheses 2a and 2b.

It has also been suggested that civilians may join combat in response to the behavior of
political actors (Lichbach and Gurr 1981; Goodwin 2001; Wood 2003). Wood (2003) provides
an influential elaboration of this logic, arguing that in the face of victimization, civilians may see
joining the insurgency as a path to vengeance. Insofar as it victimizes civilians, as many analytical
accounts suggest has been common with US drone deployments, the drone program may further
the balance of legitimacy in favor of the insurgents by triggering sentiments of revenge towards the
political actor carrying out the drone program (Drones 2012; Lamb, Woods, and Yusufzai 2012;
International 2013).8 This argument provides support for hypothesis 3.

8. See Drone War (2017) on range of civilian victimization due to drones. The US government’s
Director National Intelligence’s report disputes the publicly reported levels of civilian victimiza-
tion. See Director of National Intelligence (n.d.).
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3 Research Design

We study the conflict in Pakistan’s tribal area, called the Federally Administered Tribal Areas,
involving Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban (FATA) from 2002 to 2011.9 Following 9/11, an
insurgent coalition of Al-Qaeda and different local armed groups took root in the region as a reac-
tion to Pakistan’s support for the US invasion of Afghanistan and sought to overturn the Pakistani
state through irregular warfare. The conflict offers a unique opportunity to analyze the effects
of a drone program, launched by the US government only in one district of the FATA, the North
Waziristan Agency. We argue the start date and geography of imposition of the program based on
novel evidence gathered from interviews with informed officials in the US government, Pakistani
security services, and members of targeted groups in Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban.10

In January 2008, the US government launched a targeting program powered by a large-
scale human, signals, and aerial surveillance of the North Waziristan Agency. According to a
former Pakistani official from the Counterterror Wing of the ISI, who coordinated the drone
program with the US government, the campaign was implemented after a January 2008 meeting
of the US intelligence chiefs Michael Hayden, Director CIA, and Michael McConnell, Director
National Intelligence, with General Pervez Musharraf, the President of Pakistan.11 Pakistani and
US government reached a pact of constant surveillance of and stepped up intelligence collection
collaboration on the Waziristan region, which were demarcated as “flight boxes” as shown in
figure 5. As part of the pact, Pakistan increased its human intelligence resources for the CIA’s
forward bases in the towns of Bannu, Mir Ali, and Mirmashah; Pakistan provided the region’s
population records to the CIA’s forward bases; Pakistan also increased US access to the region’s
communication infrastructure.12 With the pact in place, the US government undertook sustained
surveillance by drones of the North Waziristan Agency from January 2008 onward.13

In this section we first describe the basic panel regression approach we use to attempt to
quantify the association between the implementation of the drone program and violence. Next,
we discuss concerns about imbuing any observed association with causal meaning. We conclude
with an extension of our empirical strategy to provide transparency about the trends underlying
the correlation we detect and the extent to which they can inform us about the causal impact of
the drone program.

9. Figure 1 provides a map of the studied region.
10. Kocher and Monteiro (2016) advocate the importance of careful qualitative process tracing

to determine the causes of the incidence of the treatment of interest in natural/quasi experiment
designs. We draw on evidence gathered through interviews in Pakistan conducted under an IRB
protocol. Details on sampling strategy and breakdown of respondents in supplement. We withhold
details of identity of most respondents because of the extremely sensitive nature of the topic.
We are deeply aware that some of the mobilized data lends itself to actionable intelligence, as
highlighted by Driscoll and Schuster, n.d.

11. Interview Islamabad, Pakistan, 2016.
12. Interviews with multiple Pakistani intelligence officials involved with the counterterrorism

campaign.
13. Interview respondents noted sustained surveillance of North Waziristan Agency from 2008 to

2011. Respondents stating this ranged from Pakistani military officials with operational purview
of the tribal areas, civilians from the North Waziristan Agency, as well as members of the Pakistan
Taliban and Al-Qaeda. See supplement for respondent breakdown. Figure 2 shows the temporal
distribution of publicly reported drone strikes within the North Waziristan Agency.
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Figure 1: Map of FATA. Insert shows map of Pakistan.

3.1 Empirical Strategy and Data

To assess the effect of the drone program on insurgent violence, the ideal comparison would be
between regions that were alike and a subset of such regions were randomly assigned to the
drone program. In the absence of such an ideal we use standard panel data methods to compare
violence in the 9 tehsils of the North Waziristan Agency, which we believe was assigned to the
drone program in January 2008, to the 23 tehsils of Bajaur, Khyber, Mohmand, Orakzai and
Kurram Agencies.

As the goal of the approach is to assess the effect of the US drone program on insurgent
violence, we exclude South Waziristan Agency from our analysis for two reasons.14 First, we remain
uncertain on the regularity of the aerial surveillance dimension of the drone program in the South
Waziristan Agency. We investigated the regularity of US surveillance by drones in all of tribal area.
Pakistani intelligence and military officials, civilian respondents, and members of Al-Qaeda and the
Pakistan Taliban interviewed for the study stated that while drones continuously surveilled sub-
districts of the North Waziristan Agency from early 2008 onward, it was far more intermittent in
the South Waziristan Agency. Second, with the onset of the major counterinsurgency campaign by

14. Including or dropping South Waziristan Agency does not change our final results/analysis.
In unreported results, we find that our results are robust after its inclusion.
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Figure 2: Drone Strikes by Month. This graph depicts the number of drone strikes
which took place during each month of the study period in North Waziristan
Agency. The dotted line marks the beginning of the treatment period.

the Pakistan Army called the Operation Rah-e-Nijat, respondents noted that even the intermittent
drone surveillance of the region dropped (Yusufzai 2009).

The dependent variables in our analysis are the monthly number of insurgent attacks
per tehsil and the monthly number of casualties per tehsil15 of FATA. We geo-code data
on political violence in the FATA region obtained from an incident-level dataset compiled by the
BFRS project, from January 2002 through November 2011 (Mesquita et al. 2014, 8).16 This
precise geo-coding of violence allows us to examine geographic variation in violence at a finer unit
of analysis than has been possible in previous empirical work (tehsil rather than district). Figure
3 displays the number of attacks occurring each month in each district in FATA over the duration
of the period studied and figure 4 similarly depicts monthly casualties in each region.

Table 1 shows means for a number of important variables in districts of the Pakistani tribal
areas in the period before the drone program commenced.17 This balance table is instructive.
There are some meaningful similarities but also important differences between the tehsils of the
FATA in which the drone program operated and those in which it did not. Such differences
might be explained in part by the non-random assignment of tehsils to the program but even with
random assignment of the drone program large differences would not be anomalous in such a small
sample.

Our main specification is a panel regression with fixed effects to account for any time-invariant
differences in violence between tehsils and any differences in violence between time periods which
are constant across tehsils. We also introduce control variables to account for phenomena that

15. Both civilian and military deaths and injuries are counted as casualties.
16. Details on coding in the supplement.
17. See supplement on data sources for balance table.
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Figure 3: Number of Insurgent Attacks by Month. This graph depicts the number
of attacks executed by insurgents during each month of the study period n each
of the seven agencies in the FATA. The dotted line marks the beginning of the
drone program.

we think likely affect tehsil-level violence and tehsil-specific time-trends. The specification we
estimate at the tehsil level is:

Yit = δ(treatt · nwai) + αi + θt + βXit + τi · t+ εit (1)

where Yit is the outcome variable. The outcome variables investigated include the number of
insurgent attacks each month in a tehsil, and the total casualties resulting from insurgent attacks
each month in a tehsil. treatt is a variable indicating whether the drone program has begun in
2008 in the 9 tehsils of the North Waziristan Agency. nwai is a dummy variable indicating whether
the tehsil is in the North Waziristan Agency, αi is a vector of tehsil fixed effects and θt is a vector
of month-year fixed effects.18 We also include specifications with tehsil-specific linear time trends
(τi). Xit is a vector of control variables.

18. The tehsil fixed effects control for any time-invariant, tehsil-specific differences while month-
year fixed effects control for any region-invariant, month-year-specific difference between years.
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Figure 4: Number of Casualties by Month. This graph depicts the number of
casualties resulting from insurgent attacks during each month of the study period
in each of the seven agencies in the FATA. The dotted line marks the beginning
of the drone program.

We use data on peace deals and military operations to construct Peaceit, a tehsil-month
variable describing whether any peace deal was active in a tehsil, and MOit, a tehsil-month
variable describing whether any military activity was being executed by the Pakistani military
with a division size force in the tehsil. Both these variables have been sourced from publicly
available news reports, whose coding protocol is noted in the supplement.

We also attempt to control for the influence of two other factors that may be plausibly salient
to dynamics of violence in the region during this period. First, we consider the role of the famous
armed group Haqqani Network in shaping levels of violence in the region. The Haqqani Network
first openly opposed violence against the Pakistani state through an announcement on June 23,
2006.19 Field research suggests that the Haqqani Network’s cadres were concentrated around Jalal
Haqqani’s base in the town of Dande-e-Darpakhel, which falls in the tehsil Miramshah of North
Waziristan Agency, as well as other areas of tehsils Miramshah and Ghulam Khan. We create
a dummy variable, Haqqaniit, which is equal to one for Miramshah and Ghulam Khan starting
from July 2006 until the end of the study period and zero at all other times and places.

Second, we account for increased NATO/ISAF supplies passing through Pakistan after Presi-

19. http://www.dawn.com/news/198292/forces-militants-heading-for-truce
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Table 1: Balance Table Pre-Drone Program

Mean(Tehsils NWA) Mean(Other Tehsils) Difference T-stat
Incidents 0.56 0.21 -0.36 -1.95
Casualties 2.34 0.70 -1.64∗ -2.73
Peace Deal 0.23 0.06 -0.18∗ -5.75
Military Operations 0.03 0.01 -0.02 -1.16
Population per Tehsil 40138.44 93296.17 53157.73∗ 3.12
Male per Tehsil 21381.22 48096.41 26715.19∗ 3.02
Female per Tehsil 18757.11 45199.76 26442.65∗ 3.23
Education Spending (in Rs) per Tehsil 112.05 97.41 -14.65 -1.77
Health Spending (in Rs) per Tehsil 63.89 44.58 -19.31∗ -7.57
Agriculture Spending (in Rs) per Tehsil 24.87 21.17 -3.70∗ -2.31
Wheat Produce per Tehsil 7.18 19.56 12.38∗ 2.90
Annual Registration per Tehsil 19794.00 18818.28 -975.72 -0.45
Total Registered Population per Tehsil 74735.80 96695.64 21959.84 1.65
Prop Registered Population per Tehsil 2.26 1.13 -1.12∗ -25.52
Valid Votes Cast per 100k 7917.04 9231.59 1314.55 1.66
Reject Votes Cast per 100k 80.00 175.89 95.89∗ 3.70
Registered Voters Cast per 100k 26698.70 38843.70 12145.00∗ 5.15

dent Obama’s “Af-Pak” review in March 2009 which potentially attracted insurgent violence along
the supply routes passing from two tehsils in FATA’s Khyber Agency, Landi Kotal and Jamrud.20

We code a tehsil-month variable ObamaReviewit as equal to one for Landi Kotal and Jamrud
tehsils starting March 2009 and zero elsewhere. 21

One potential problem with the regression specification proposed is that the error terms
are likely to be serially correlated. Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan (2002) note that normal
standard errors are likely to be downwardly biased in such cases, leading to an over-rejection
of a true null hypotheses. We address this by using clustered standard errors, clustering at the
level of tehsils. However, the validity of inference based on clustered standard errors hinges on
the number of clusters being large. As such we also report the wild-cluster bootstrap p-values
proposed by Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller (2008), which may overcome this difficulty. We also
run placebo-tests, results of which are reported in the supplementary document.

3.2 Identification Concerns

The coefficient δ is the correlation between the outcome variable and the drone program in space
and time after partialling out the influence of fixed effects and additional control variables. If
granted a causal interpretation, it is this coefficient which measures the average treatment effect
of the program per treated tehsil per month of treatment. Below, we discuss some challenges to
such an interpretation.

20. Detailed discussion on the Af-Pak policy review in Woodward (2011).
21. We note that these control variables may be correlated with the introduction of the drone

program, since the occurrence of military operations after the program’s introduction were likely
influenced by the significant weakening of insurgent groups in North Waziristan Agency and the
need to maintain de-conflicted airspace over the region. Their inclusion therefore risks biasing δ
as a measure of the program’s treatment effect. However, failing to control for these operations
similarly risks bias. Hence we pursue both approaches.
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3.2.1 Parallel Trends

Our panel regression approach when used for causal inference is often called a difference-in-
differences design. In such a design, the identification of a treatment effect rests critically on
the assumption that the trend in the outcome among the control units reflects the trend the
outcome would have followed in the treatment units in the absence of treatment. This is the so-
called parallel trends assumption. We can check the plausibility of this assumption by examining
whether it holds in the period before the drone program. If it does not, there is no good reason
to expect it to hold in the period of the drone program.

Figures 3 and 4 indicate that indeed there might be a clear departure from parallel trends
before the drone program. Violence was increasing at a much faster rate in North Waziristan
Agency than other districts prior to the beginning of the drone program.22 This suggestive evidence
cautions against a straight forward causal interpretation of our empirical results on their own.

3.2.2 Endogenous Assignment of the Drone Program

Our analysis is subject to concerns that the drone program may be endogenous to the outcome
of interest. For example, notice in figures 3 and 4 that violence had escalated significantly in the
North Waziristan Agency relative to other districts in the period leading up to the implementation.
It might be inferred that the drone program was implemented in response to this up-tick in
violence. Field work evidence, however, suggests that this was not the case. While the introduction
of the drone program was motivated by strategic considerations, like the threat posed by Al-
Qaeda, we have reason to believe that the final geography and temporal imposition was shaped
by considerations unrelated to the insurgency including the broader politics of the period related
to General Musharraf’s regime survival concerns, Pakistani government concerns of US spying on
the country’s nuclear program, and concerns of public backlash.

Three points on the pact-ing process are relevant. First, as noted earlier, then Pakistani
President General Pervez Musharraf gave a political nod for an expanded counterterror campaign
in the tribal areas during a visit of US intelligence chiefs in early January 2008. General Mushar-
raf’s agreement was motivated by the desire to retain US support. A Pakistani intelligence official
from the period noted that “General Musharraf was under tremendous pressure at the time” and
“. . . the high powered American delegation’s visit right after Benazir Bhutto’s death gave them
the pretext to press General Musharraf on drone strikes being the way forward.”

Second, in line with General Musharraf’s nod to the US intelligence chiefs, Pakistani military
negotiators in the period, led by General Ashfaq Kayani and including representatives of Pakistan’s
nuclear bureaucracy, the Strategic Plans Division (SPD), finalized the parameters of the a) beefed
up intelligence sharing b) continuous reconnaissance and kinetic targeting for areas over Waziristan
regions, which were part of one of two “flight boxes” which had been first negotiated in 2004 for
selective air strikes, as shown in figure 5.23 As in 2004, the Pakistani military negotiators were
extremely concerned that the US intelligence might use a cart-blanch of aerial surveillance over
FATA to spy on proximate sites of Pakistan’s nuclear program, offices of ISI detachments in the
towns of Bannu, Kohat, DI Khan, and Peshawar, suspected to be aiding the Haqqani Network,

22. We present results from a more formal test of this in section 4.3.
23. The existence of flight boxes has been discussed by Mazzetti (2013, 108).
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and “other facilities” - most likely camps of militants backed by Pakistani intelligence.24 Despite
US insistence for a larger flight box, the Pakistani military negotiators did not agree to extension
of the box over Waziristan. Significantly, the negotiators revoked the second flight box over the
Bajaur Agency on the pretext of minimizing the US footprint in Pakistan for concerns of public
backlash.

Third, the US government respected the limits of the flight box for undertaking sustained
overhead surveillance. In interviews, Pakistani officials from the period noted that barring occa-
sional transgressions of flight boxes and isolated drone strikes based on human intelligence, US
drone surveillance was limited to regions of the flight box. The sanctity and importance of the box
to the US government is made plausible by evidence on the negotiations that took place between
the Pakistanis and the Americans throughout 2008 for its expansion. US officials sought the ex-
pansion of the flight box over Waziristan, as early as February 2008 and later in 2010. They also
sought addition of a third box in areas of the Baluchistan province. Interview respondents from
the US government and Pakistani intelligence noted that Pakistan committed to the extension in
exchange for real time video feed of drone operations over FATA. The US government agreed to
provide it under a program called “CETRIX” to be installed at Pakistan Army’s headquarters,
called GHQ, but a dip in diplomatic relations in late 2009 and early 2010 led to its shelving.25

Were the negotiations influenced by or a response to the spike in violence in the North
Waziristan Agency in the second half of 2007? Pakistani officials from the period explicitly
denied this. A Pakistani Military Operations Directorate officer knowledgeable on the arrangement
surrounding drone strikes noted: “If you recall, we were in deep national crisis at that time.
Benazir Bhutto was killed on the 27th[of December, 2007]. Elections were due soon. North
Waziristan was far from a priority for either General Musharraf or [Chief of Army Staff] General
Kayani.” In a notable interview for the study, Lt General Masood Aslam, who was in-charge of
Pakistani military forces in the North Waziristan Agency from 2007 to 2010, denied the launch of
the drone program being linked to the violence in the North Waziristan Agency, adding that he
protested their use in his area of operations.

In light of this evidence, we contend that the complex political process, which shaped the
location of the flight box and in turn the drone program, was largely exogenous to the levels and
patterns of insurgent violence in the FATA.

3.2.3 Displacement

Another concern is that the drone program might compel insurgent leadership and manpower to
move to areas not regularly targeted under drones. Such a displacement of individuals associated
with the insurgency might, in turn, lead to displacement of violence from regions of the drone
program to regions not exposed to it. Could it be that the drone program’s impact in the North
Waziristan Agency drove the violence we observe in several other districts of the tribal areas?
If so, part of our detected correlation between the drone program and violence will reflect these
spillover effects and not simply the impact of the program in North Waziristan Agency.

We address this issue in part by conducting empirical testing. We re-run the specifications

24. This concern of Pakistani negotiators confirmed by a relevant US government official from
the period.

25. “CETRIX” was mentioned by officials on both sides.
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Figure 5: Map of FATA. Insert shows map of Pakistan. Areas shaded red demar-
cated as flight boxes in 2004. The boundaries represent best estimates as they
have been adopted from a hand marked map by a Pakistani intelligence official
privy to the demarcation.

discussed above five times, using the control districts of Bajaur, Khyber, Kurram, Mohmand, and
Orakzai each in turn as the sole control region. That is to say, in each such regression we use only
the data from the tehsils of North Waziristan Agency and the control region under consideration,
excluding data from all other control tehsils.

If displacement of violence happened, we expect Bajaur and Mohmand Agencies to experience
the least contamination from the drone program since they are not contiguous to North Waziristan.
As well, Bajaur and Mohmand have significant geographical barriers between them. Furthermore,
all major travel routes to Bajaur and Mohmand Agency from North Waziristan Agency pass via
the towns/cities of Peshawar and Kohat, urban areas with strong Pakistani state presence.

Aside from the empirical work, we have limited qualitative evidence to believe that dis-
placement might bias the analysis of the main strategy. Interviewed members of the Pakistan
Taliban noted displacement of select cadres from North Waziristan Agency to Karachi, areas in
Afghanistan, and to South Waziristan Agency in 2012/2013, but not to other tribal districts which
are part of our study.
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3.2.4 Small Number of Districts

It is important to note that even if the drone program’s assignment to particular districts was
exogenous to trends in insurgent violence and there were no spillover effects of the drone program
we still might not have a great deal of confidence in the parallel trends assumption in this case. This
is because with only two districts of seven possible districts being assigned to drone program there
is a non-insignificant probability that the trends in violence in the tehsils without the program
would differ from those in the drone program tehsils purely by chance. Indeed, the departure from
parallel trends that we observe in the period before the drone program provides plausible basis for
this. We must rely on probing of mechanisms with strong theoretical intuition to interpret any
association.

3.3 Event-Study

In this section, we introduce an additional empirical technique - an event study - which allows us
to explicitly track the differential trends in violence that underly the correlation we detect between
the drone program and violence. It also offers one way to formally test for the presence of parallel
trends in the period before the drone program and to assess the extent to which we can engage in
causal inference in the absence of a parallel trends assumption.

We conduct an event-study analysis of the drone program by employing the following regres-
sion specification:26

Yit =
−1∑

τ=−9

δτ (I {t = τ} · nwai)+
8∑

τ=1

δτ (I {t = τ} · nwai) + αi + θt + εit (2)

This specification is similar to (1) but instead of having one interaction term for the drone
program in the period of the program it includes an interaction between an indicator variable for
each half-year in the sample and a dummy variable indicating whether the tehsil is in the North
Waziristan Agency. Each coefficient δτ indicates the average difference between the dependent
variable in the tehsils of the North Waziristan Agency and the tehsils of the other districts of the
tribal areas in half-year t as measured relative to that same difference in the half-year prior to
start of drone program in January 2008 (τ = 0), controlling for the influence of fixed effects.27

The event study coefficients δτ lay bare the difference between the trends in violence in regions
with and without the drone program. They can show us if there was any consistent pattern to these
differences before and after the implementation of the program. If there was such a pattern - a
trend in the differences in trends - that appears to have radically changed at the time the program

26. I {t = τ} is an indicator function that takes a value of one whenever t = τ and zero otherwise.
27. The coefficients δτ for τ < 0 provide one approach to formally testing for parallel trends.

In the presence of parallel trends we would expect these coefficients to all be near zero, since
each measures the difference in violence between control and treatment regions relative to that
same difference in the final period before the drone program (controlling for fixed effects). The
assumption of parallel trends is in essence an assumption that these difference should be the same
in every period before the drone program implying that the difference between these differences
(the value of the coefficient) should be zero.
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was implemented this can provide us with evidence on overtime evolution of the outcomes to
compare against the hypotheses.

4 Results

4.1 Graphical Evidence

Figures 6 and 7 show the average number of insurgent attacks and resultant casualties in each
half-year during the study period, with a linear slope added on either side of program start date.
From these graphs - along with figures 3 and 4 - we can make some basic observations. Several
tehsils were experiencing upward trends in violence before the program as measured by both
incidents and casualties. However, this increase was much larger in North Waziristan Agency
than elsewhere, particularly with respect to casualties.28

Figure 6: Number of Insurgent Attacks by Half Year. This graph depicts a linear
trend on the number of attacks before and after the drone program in each of the
six agencies in the FATA which are used in the empirical strategy. The dotted
line marks the beginning of the drone program.

These graphs also show that in North Waziristan Agency after the implementation of the
program violence remained persistently at a much lower level than it had been in before the
program. At the same time, violence in most districts without the program either continued to
rise in line with growth that began before the program commenced or at some point during the

28. Note that the differing scales of these graphs can obscure this somewhat.
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Figure 7: Number of Casualties by Half Year. This graph depicts a linear trend on
the total casualties before and after the drone program in each of the six agencies
in the FATA which are used in the empirical strategy. The dotted line marks the
beginning of the drone program.

program began to rise for the first time.29 It is these patterns that constitute the primary empirical
result of this paper. To restate, before the drone program, violence was on the rise in much of
FATA but growth was particularly strong in North Waziristan Agency. After the implementation
of the program this growth mostly continued (or began) everywhere except North Waziristan,
where violence dropped to a lower level it remained at to the end of the study period.

4.2 Main Regressions

Table 2 presents the results of specification 1 with the number of insurgent attacks per month as
the dependent variable. Column 1 presents the results with tehsil and month-year fixed effects.
Column 2 also includes tehsil-specific linear time trends, to account for a possible departure

29. These trends can help inform our discussion of spillover effects. Orakzai and Kurram are
close to the North Waziristan Agency and are therefore the districts most likely to have expe-
rienced such effects. The graphs present mixed evidence. Violence in Orakzai was quite low in
our data until part way through the drone program period, consistent with a story of violence
displacement. However, in Kurram the higher levels of violence observed in the drone program
period are consistent with growth that began prior to the program. Moreover, patterns in Khyber
and Mohmand might be said to be somewhat similar to those observed in Orakzai but as we noted
previously, we find it less plausible that spillover effects would occur in distant non-contiguous
areas so it is far from clear the pattern in Mohmand indicates the presence of spillover effects.
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from parallel trends.30 Columns 3 includes control variables for Pakistani military operations,
peace deals between insurgents and the state, Pakistan’s collusive arrangement with the Haqqani
Network, and the introduction of a NATO supply line, variables one might expect to have an
impact on the level of insurgent violence. Column 4 allows for heterogeneous effects of military
operations and peace deals across tehsils.31 These results show that the introduction of the US
drone program was correlated with a reduction in insurgent attacks in North Waziristan Agency
fell of between 1 and 1.4 attacks per month per tehsil. These results are fairly robust across
specifications and always statistically significant, even when considering wild cluster bootstrap
p-values.

Table 3 shows results from the same specifications with the total number of casualties from
insurgent attacks per month as the dependent variable. The coefficients of δ suggest that the
introduction of the drone program is correlated with a reduction of between the 5.698 and 9.556
casualties per month per tehsil in the North Waziristan Agency. Once again, these results are
statistically significant by all measures.

Table 2: Incident Results (Six Region Strategy)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Attacks Attacks Attacks Attacks

treat·nwa -1.039∗ -1.420∗ -1.408∗ -1.469∗

(0.259) (0.583) (0.564) (0.596)

MO 0.898
(0.443)

Peace -0.150
(0.197)

Obamareview 0.382 0.142
(0.271) (0.272)

Haqqani 0.601 0.927
(0.524) (0.703)

Observations 3638 3638 3531 3531
WCB p-value 0.00200 0.0220 0.0260 0.0300
Year FE X X X X
Tehsil FE X X X X
Time Trends X X X
Controls X X
Hetero. Ctrls X

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05

Table 4 presents the results of a robustness check - which we call the two region strategy -

30. Albeit in a limited fashion.
31. Whereas Column 3’s specification uses a single indicator variable to control for the presence

of a military operation in a given tehsil, Column 4’s specification includes a set tehsil-specific
indicator variables, allowing for heterogeneous effects. The two specifications also differ in how
they control for peace deals in an identical manner.
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Table 3: Casualty Results (Six Region Strategy)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Casualties Casualties Casualties Casualties

treat·nwa -5.698∗ -8.735∗ -8.958∗ -9.670∗

(1.406) (2.161) (2.047) (2.203)

MO 4.806∗

(2.074)

Peace -1.027
(1.048)

Obamareview 4.662 4.997
(2.758) (3.162)

Haqqani -1.786 -0.637
(1.390) (1.468)

Observations 3638 3638 3531 3531
WCB p-value 0.00200 0.00200 0.00200 0.00200
Year FE X X X X
Tehsil FE X X X X
Time Trends X X X
Controls X X
Hetero. Ctrls X

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05
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where we re-run each of the specifications discussed above five times, using each district in turn as
the only district besides North Waziristan Agency. Each column presents results of specification
1 with insurgent attacks as the dependent variable and a different choice of district (one for each
of the five districts). Here we present only the results of specifications with tehsil and month-year
fixed effects. Interested readers can see section 5 and the supplementary document for full results
from this two region strategy. The coefficient estimates in 4 are broadly similar to those in 2,
though not always as statistically significant.32

The purpose of this two region strategy is partly to help address the concern that regions
without the drone program might suffer from spillover or contamination effects. We interpret the
similarity of coefficient estimates across all these different choices of regions as evidence that such
spillovers are insignificant in nature when considering the incidents dependent variable.

Table 4: Incident Results (Two Region Strategies)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Bajaur Khyber Kurram Mohmand Orakzai

treat·nwa -0.736∗ -1.656∗ -1.130∗ -1.005 -0.941∗

(0.338) (0.584) (0.404) (0.664) (0.318)
Observations 1712 1391 1284 1712 1391
WCB p-value 0.0500 0.0180 0.130 0.140 0.0760
Year FE X X X X X
Tehsil FE X X X X X
Time Trends
Controls
Hetero. Ctrls

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05

Table 5: Casualty Results (Two Region Strategies)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Bajaur Khyber Kurram Mohmand Orakzai

treat·nwa -3.311 -6.498∗ -12.99 -3.862 -6.819∗

(1.564) (2.228) (7.122) (2.600) (2.067)
Observations 1712 1391 1284 1712 1391
WCB p-value 0.0720 0.00200 0.282 0.146 0.00200
Year FE X X X X X
Tehsil FE X X X X X
Time Trends
Controls
Hetero. Ctrls

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05

32. Since these specifications contain even fewer clusters than our main regressions readers would
be well-advised to pay closer attention to the wild-cluster bootstrap p-values than to the clustered
standard errors.
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Table 5 presents casualties results from various two region strategies in a manner similar to
table 4. It gives estimates similar to the estimates of the six region strategy though again often
less statistically significant ones. As before, this suggests that even if the six region strategy is
affected by spillovers, the detected coefficient δ is not primarily an artifact of such processes.

Note that in addition to documenting a correlation between the drone program and violence,
these regression specifications serve to demonstrate the implications of explicit assumptions about
the counter-factual path of violence in North Waziristan Agency absent the program. In specifi-
cations with only tehsil and and month-year fixed effects, the coefficient δ represents an estimate
of the treatment effect if we assume violence in North Waziristan Agency would have changed in a
manner identical to the average change observed in the regions without the drone program. Spec-
ifications which include linear time-trends make essentially the same assumption after accounting
for the influence of tehsil-specific linear time trends.

4.3 Event-Study

Figure 8 shows the result of specification (2) for the incidents dependent variable. The figure shows
our estimates of δt for each half-year t 6= 0. Intuitively, the figure displays how the difference in
violence between the regions with and without the drone program varied over the study period
relative to the difference in the final half-year prior to the program’s start (t = 0) - controlling for
fixed effects.

All the coefficients for t < 0 are negative, with a couple somewhat closer to zero in the second
half of the period. This indicates that the difference between the two may have been increasing
as the start date approached - a departure from parallel trends. However, most of the coefficients
before the drone program are not statistically significantly different from zero, so the evidence for
this departure might not be considered definitive.33

The coefficients for t > 0 are also all negative and increasingly so over time. All these
coefficients are statistically significant. This indicates that the difference in insurgent attack
frequency (less fixed effects) shrank after the introduction of the program and remained at that
reduced level for the duration of the program, perhaps even reducing further with time.

Figure 9 displays results from the same specification using the casualties dependent variable.
The basic pattern of the coefficients is quite similar, though with some notable differences. In this
case almost all the coefficients before the drone program are statistically significant, providing
compelling evidence of a departure from parallel trends.34 Furthermore, the drop in the coeffi-
cients after the drone program starts is perhaps somewhat sharper and displays no evidence of a
continuing decline over time.

This evidence suggests that there was a trend of increasing differences in violence between
the regions prior to the drone program which reversed itself starting at the beginning of the drone
program period. If the difference had appeared to continue to grow uninterrupted into the drone
program period, this would certainly be compelling evidence that any effect detected in estimation

33. An F-test for the null hypothesis that all pre-treatment coefficients are zero gives a p-value
of 0.005

34. An F-test for the null hypothesis that all pre-treatment coefficients are zero gives a p-value
of 0.01
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Figure 8: Incidents Event-Study (Six Region). Event study of the coefficient on
the interaction of North Waziristan Agency and an indicator for each half year.
The dependent variable is the incidents of violence in the last half year. Plotted
are the set of δ coefficients with standard errors clustered at the tehsil level.

Figure 9: Casualties Event-Study (Six Region). Event study of the coefficient on
the interaction of North Waziristan Agency and an indicator for each half year.
The dependent variable is casualties of violence in the last half year. Plotted are
the set of δ coefficients with standard errors clustered at the tehsil level.
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was due to a departure in parallel trends, rather than the effect of the drone program. Significantly,
although the evidence of the reversal is somewhat noisy, it is consistent with the drone program
having had a negative impact on violence.

Can this pattern be considered the causal effect of the drone program? Such an interpretation
is possible under the assumption that the pre-drone program trend of increasing differences be-
tween North Waziristan Agency and other regions would have carried on - at worst, it would have
leveled out or perhaps reversed only slightly - in the absence of the program. This assumption is
reasonable because the observed reversal is driven by a reduction in violence in North Waziristan
Agency to levels well below that observed in the period immediately before the program started
and that observed in other regions of the tribal area during the period of the program (see figures
3 and 4). Further, we deem that the higher levels of violence in the North Waziristan Agency
before the drone program and in other regions before and during the program were driven by
similar political dynamics - the strength of local insurgent organizations committed to overturn-
ing the Pakistani state in each of the regions. These organizations saw sustained attacks against
the local Pakistani statepresence - military bases, convoys of security forces, the paraphernalia of
the civilian administration/the political agent’s offices - as the main mode to maximize control
over territory and resources. Specifically in North Waziristan Agency, the Taliban factions loyal
to Baitullah Mehsud and later Hakimullah Mehsud, operating with the backing of Al-Qaeda and
other locally based transnational jihadis, would not have stopped their attempts at bleeding and
dislodging the Pakistan state in the absence of the drone program. Therefore, we expect that
they would have continued to operate much as they had before the start of the program and as
similarly situated affiliate organizations of the Pakistan Taliban umbrella did elsewhere.

5 Findings

Figures 10 and 11 show the effect size estimates generated across all the variations of our specifi-
cation (1) for incidents and casualties regressions respectively.

Our results from the six and two region strategy are consistent with the hypotheses in 1a and
1b generated from our theoretical position and provide little support for implications of alternative
perspectives in 2a, 2b and 3. Two key findings lend support to hypotheses in 1a and 1b. First, the
drone program corresponds with a reduction in frequency of insurgent violence. If given a causal
interpretation our estimates suggest the US drone program prevented between 9.36 and 12.81
insurgent attacks per month.35 Given that before the drone program period North Waziristan
Agency experienced an average of 5 insurgent attacks per month (and 21 per month in the final
year before treatment), these coefficient magnitudes seem quite significant.

Second, the drone program corresponds with a reduction in number of casualties resulting
from insurgent violence which if causal suggests it prevented 51.28 to 86.10 casualties per month
in North Waziristan Agency. This too is a large effect size considering that the area experienced
an average of 20 such casualties per month over the course of the drone program (100 in the year
before the treatment began).

35. These numbers are obtained by multiplying smallest and largest estimates from six region
strategy specifications by 9 (the number of tehsils in North Waziristan Agency).
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Figure 10: All Incident Results. This figure displays effect estimates across all
specifications when insurgent attacks are the dependent variable.

6 Probing Mechanisms

We now turn to probing the mechanisms mediating the negative association our findings suggest.
Our approach has two components. First, we decompose our quantitative results to approximate
how much of the effect can be explained by the effects of individual drone strikes within a limited
temporal and geographic domain undertaken as part of the drone program. Second, we turn to
limited but valuable qualitative evidence to illustrate the anticipatory effects. To be clear, in both
these approaches, the evidence we marshal only makes the theorized mechanisms more or less
plausible, and not establish or rule them out.

6.1 Decomposing Results

In the analysis in section 4, we report robust evidence of a strong negative statistical association
between the US drone program in Pakistan and insurgent violence. Our methodological approach
in reaching this conclusion differs substantially from previous work on effects of drones (Johnston
and Sarbahi 2016; Abrahms and Potter 2015). For example, Johnston and Sarbahi (2016) showed
a negative correlation between a drone strike occurring within a given district in a particular
week and insurgent violence occurring in that same district-week observation. We have instead
documented that violence fell after the start of the program in the targeted area (North Waziristan
Agency) relative to surrounding areas in FATA. If given a causal interpretation, the previous
literature has measured the short-run effect of drone strikes on insurgent violence whereas we
have attempted to measure the total effect of the program.36

36. We have already discussed at length the limitations to causal inference in our own study.
Lending results from the previously literature a causal interpretation requires assuming that the
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Figure 11: All Casualties Results. This figure displays effect estimates across all
specifications when casualties are the dependent variable.

As we have noted, the program’s total effect need not be composed of simply the aggregation
of short-run responses to individual strikes, especially if the program led to anticipatory effects.
Here we provide evidence as to how much of the correlation we’ve detected might be accounted for
by the impact of individual drone strikes documented in the previous literature. Table 6 presents
the results. In columns (1) and (4) we present baseline results from our six region strategy for
incidents and casualties dependent variables respectively (for reference purposes).37. In columns
(2) and (5) we present results for a regression with month-year and tehsil fixed effects and a
variable indicating the number of drone strikes occurring within a given week in the district a
tehsil is located in. To be clear, although our observations are at the tehsil-month level, the drone
strikes variable at the district-month level, to allow the effect of strikes to reach across an entire
district. This specification is the most similar to what has been done in the previous literature.38

Columns (3) and (6) display results from our baseline specification with the drone strikes variable
included as a control.

The results in columns (2) and (4) document a statistically significant negative correlation
between drone strikes and insurgent violence in a given month in the area in which the strikes
occurred. A similar finding was documented in Johnston and Sarbahi (2016).39

timing and location of drone strikes is exogenous to insurgent violence. We have strong reservations
about this interpretation as we believe that the strategic decision making by both insurgents and
counter-insurgents that determines drone strike timing and location is unlikely to be uncorrelated
with the activities of insurgent groups, including the undertaking of violence.

37. The baseline specification includes only month-year and tehsil fixed effects as well as the
interaction term treat · nwa

38. Our coding of drone strike variable is similar to that employed by Johnston and Sarbahi
(2016) who code their drone strikes variable at the district-week level.

39. In unreported specifications we found similar results using a drone strikes variable coded at
the tehsil-month level.
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Table 6: Results Decomposition

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Attacks Attacks Attacks Casualties Casualties Casualties

treat·nwa -1.039∗ -0.786∗ -5.698∗ -4.064∗

(0.259) (0.195) (1.406) (0.966)

Strikes -0.127∗ -0.0646∗ -0.740∗ -0.418
(0.0372) (0.0283) (0.281) (0.276)

Observations 3638 3638 3638 3638 3638 3638
WCBP (Program) 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400
WCBP (Strikes) 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400
Year FE X X X X X X
Tehsil FE X X X X X X

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05

Columns (3) and (6) display several interesting results. First, notice that the coefficient on
treat·nwa decreases in size significantly relative to the baseline specification for both incidents and
casualties dependent variables. This suggests that the short-run effect of drone strikes may account
for a significant portion of the total program impact. However the coefficients on treat · nwa are
about 75% of their original size in both cases. Hence, as measured by a district-month level strikes
variable, the immediate effects of drone strikes do not appear to account for most of the correlation
we have detected.40

Comparing columns (3) and (6) to columns (2) and (4) also shows that introducing the
treat · nwa variable almost halves the magnitude of the correlation between drone strikes and
insurgent violence. This indicates that the correlations presented in columns (2) and (4) may
partially reflect the effect of the drone program beyond the short-run effects of drone strikes (since
most strikes took place in North Waziristan Agency after the program began). Insofar as this is
the case, previous work examining the impact of individual drone strikes which included pre-drone
program periods and districts outside North Waziristan Agency in their analysis may have suffered
from a kind of omitted variable bias.

The comparison of columns (3) and (6) to our baseline results is of primary interest in this
paper. It appears that most of the correlation we have detected between the onset of the drone
program and insurgent violence cannot be explained as simply the aggregation of the impact of
many individual drone strikes.41

40. In unreported results using a drone strikes variable coded at the tehsil-month level we found
strikes did not account much of the total correlation. This may indicate that the effects of
drone strikes are not contained to the tehsil in which they occurred. Johnston and Sarbahi (2016)
document some evidence that the short run impact of drone strikes reaches beyond the boundaries
of the districts in which they occurred.

41. This conclusion is unchanged by specifications which include lagged drone strike variables,
allowing the impact of each strike to extend over a long period of time. See appendix.
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6.1.1 Discussion

What best explains the isolated out effect of individual strikes and the sizable residual effect of
the drone program? The isolated effect of strikes is plausibly best explained by kinetic effects;
that is, the targeted groups experienced damage in form of leadership decapitation and/or loss
of personnel, which set back the operational capability of the group. In this regard, both our
empirical finding and the explanation for the mechanism of the specific association of strikes and
violence is consistent with Johnston and Sarbahi (2016).

However, the explanation for the residual effect is less clear cut. There are three possibilities:
pure kinetic effects; pure anticipatory effects; and a combination of kinetic and anticipatory effects.
We are inclined towards the latter two for several reasons. We believe a mere kinetic effects driving
the residual drop is implausible. A pure kinetic effect explanation would suggest that drone strikes
did lasting damage to the capabilities of the targeted groups, from which they were not able to
recover. This is not very likely because Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban - the two major
targets of this campaign - were relatively capable organizations, able to recover from their kinetic
losses. They could replace leaders, specialize and train new manpower, and/or make up for lost
physical infrastructure. Thus, to explain the sustained drop, a damage to capabilities story is
insufficient. We need to suggest why the kinetic effects persisted for so long to have kept the levels
of violence low. A more plausible account is one where kinetic effects interacted with anticipatory
effects in constraining the groups. That is, the groups experienced deficits due to kinetic effects,
from which recovery was constrained by the concurrent anticipatory effects - like crises of trust,
communication, and movement. Even a pure anticipatory effect can account for the residual
association between the drone program and violence. Such an account would suggest that groups
stayed continuously disorganized in anticipation of drone strikes.

6.2 Qualitative Evidence on Mechanisms

In this section, we draw on qualitative evidence to argue the importance of the mechanism of
anticipatory effects of the drone program. An important caveat is that we do not claim the
anticipatory effects are the primary driver of the drop in insurgent violence. Our purpose is to
highlight its significance in driving the drop, given that it remains an under-stated mechanism
in existing research. We draw on two main sources of evidence to make this point: Interviews
conducted by one of the authors in Pakistan, including with members of Pakistan Taliban and
Al-Qaeda and correspondences between Osama Bin Laden and his subordinate commanders in
the North Waziristan Agency, which were captured during the US raid on Osama Bin Laden’s
compound in Abbotabad, Pakistan and subsequently released by the US government.

Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban experienced considerable operational disruption because
of the drone program. Al-Qaeda members interviewed for the study noted that the anticipation of
drone strikes brought about sustained changes to how the group organized its operations, leading
to slowdown and diversion of organizational capital towards survival. Even in the Bin Laden
letters, Sheikh Atiya Abd ur Rehman - an Al-Qaeda leader in hiding in the North Waziristan
Agency writing with the alias Sheikh Mehmood - frequently wrote on the pressures of the drone
program on the operational affairs of various armed groups in the region.42 In a letter to Bin
Laden, Atiya explicitly linked the need to reduce operations to drone strikes, saying “. . . we need

42. Interviews Pakistan 2016 and 2017.
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to reduce operations and activities, focus on “persevering and survival”,” adding, “[lets] reduce
the work; meaning stopping many of the operations so we can move around less, and be less
exposed to strikes.”43

The Pakistan Taliban faced similarly dire organizational challenges because of the drone pro-
gram. Until late 2007, the Pakistan Taliban conducted sophisticated, manpower intensive assaults
in the tehsils of the North Waziristan Agency. As drones began to hover overhead more frequently,
the anticipation of targeting by drones set in, which disrupted the Pakistan Taliban’s ability to
stay on the offensive. Members of the Pakistan Taliban interviewed for the study, including those
who remained in the close circles of Taliban chiefs Baitullah Mehsud and Hakimullah Mehsud,
noted that aerial surveillance and the resulting fear of strikes became ”inescapable”, which con-
strained operational coordination.44 As one senior operative who remained in the North Waziristan
Agency from 2008 until 2014, and claimed to have survived a number of strikes, noted: “Drones
were an absolute headache for us and other jihadi groups [in the region] because there is solution
to them.”45

The body of the evidence available through interview accounts and in the Bin Laden letters
is telling on the three types of operational challenges for the targeted groups: movement, com-
munication, and trust. For example, before the drone program set in, both Al-Qaeda and the
Pakistan Taliban enjoyed relative ease in movement across much of the Waziristan region. As
surveillance and targeting by drones intensified in early 2008, such mobility was gradually hand-
icapped. Insurgents were compelled to give up activities that could identify them via overhead
surveillance. While it did not completely eliminate all movement, individual leaders and cells
struggled in moving around in meaningful numbers. Al-Qaeda leader Sheikh Atiya’s letters to Bin
Laden detail Al Qaeda cadres’ inability to move around because of the fear of drones: “. . . [W]e
really worry because of our present security situation and the airstrikes really wore us down.”46

Both Al-Qaeda and Pakistan Taliban faced severe within group trust issues due to the drone
program. Bin Laden’s memos and multiple respondents from both Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan
Taliban strongly suggest that the targeted groups strongly felt that the US drone operation relied
on local spies.47As early as 2008, senior and mid-level members of Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan
Taliban began to carefully regulate who they interacted with. This kind of filtering of interaction
brought principal-agent and intra-agent relationships in both groups under stress. In a letter to
Bin Laden, Sheikh Atiya bemoaned the operational breakdown due to trust issues: “[W]e bought
some quantities of ammunition and devised some simple plans. We are facing difficulties due to the
grave shortages in personnel in some cadres and the abundance of spies operating in our areas.”48 A
Pakistan Taliban operative interviewed for the study noted periods of intense distrust between the
top leaders - including Hakimullah Mehsud and Wali-ur-Rehman Mehsud - as well as more junior
leaders and rank-and-file who had engaged in “anti-Pakistan activities.”49 An Al-Qaeda operative
interviewed for the study noted: “Since the beginning of drone attacks, the jihadi organizations

43. Government Exhibit 421 10-CR-019(S-4)(RJD), Pg 7-8. “Motion in Limine to Admit Bin
Laden Docs - US Department of Justice.” Feb 15, 2015. Accessed: Aug 17, 2015.

44. Interview Pakistan 2017.
45. Interview Pakistan 2016.
46. Government Exhibit 421 10-CR-019(S-4)(RJD), Pg 12. “Motion in Limine to Admit Bin

Laden Docs - US Department of Justice.” Feb 15, 2015. Accessed: Aug 17, 2015.
47. Interview Pakistan 2016-2017.
48. Government Exhibit 429 10-CR-019(S-4)(RJD). “Motion in Limine to Admit Bin Laden

Docs - US Department of Justice.” Feb 15, 2015. Accessed: Aug 17, 2015.
49. Interview Pakistan 2016.
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have suffered immense pain. The pain became worse because it could not be treated. It enhanced
distrust within jihadist organizations and among their people. We knew that targeting by drones
was not possible without a great type of spying network on the ground. That is why al-Qaeda
and other jihadi organizations developed literature on how to survive and avoid drone strikes in
english and pashto languages. It contained the to-do list of how to avoid being detected.”50

Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban also found themselves handicapped in communication.
Leaders of Al-Qaeda and the Pakistan Taliban, having lost manpower to phone interception, rad-
ically reduced their use of intercept-able communication devices. Sheikh Atiya frequently wrote
about within group communication challenges in a letter to Bin Laden: “Speaking of communica-
tions, we put a ban on communications except with a special permission.”51 Bin Laden took the
threat posed by communication interception very seriously, sending special instructions against use
of communication devices. In one letter, he asked that attention “. . . should be paid to the danger
of sending dangerous secret materials over email in general, especially from or to Waziristan,”
adding, “[W]e should never use any modem devices, especially for the external operations.”52 A
Pakistan Taliban respondent interviewed for the study recounted communication challenges faced
by various cells of the group from 2009 to 2014: “We were told to avoid communication devices,
including wireless sets, as the Pakistani intelligence had given access [to the country’s commu-
nication infrastructure] to the Americans. We knew drones could reach us by intercepting such
devices.”53

7 Implications and Conclusion

Over the last decade, the US government has used drones in critical conflict regions around the
world. Many US policymakers assume that drones can deliver favorable outcomes in asymmetric
contests. But how drones may lead to a favorable outcome has remained ambiguous, with some
suggesting the importance of high value targeting while others focus on organizational degrada-
tion. The salience of drones to counterterrorism and counterinsurgency makes this an important
line of inquiry. The potential for drone technology proliferating also draws our attention to the
determinants and associated mechanisms of effectiveness of drones.

Our analysis contributes to this inquiry, offering a theoretically motivated and evidence based
analysis of drones on important facets of insurgent politics. We show that the policy view of drones
being a potent means of precise kinetic targeting understates their true coercive potential. This
reading is rooted in the conceptualization of drones as an isolated means of targeting only, as
opposed to a program intervention as we do. Conceptualizing a drone deployment as a program
sheds light on the anticipatory effects, and their debilitating consequences for the targets.

Our analysis provides a basis to speculate on the popularly held notion that drone strikes
“create more terrorism.”54 Our evidence suggests that this analytical view is plausibly exaggerated

50. Interview Pakistan 2017.
51. Government Exhibit 429 10-CR-019(S-4)(RJD). “Motion in Limine to Admit Bin Laden

Docs - US Department of Justice.” Feb 15, 2015. Accessed: Aug 17, 2015.
52. Government Exhibit 425 10-CR-019(S-4)(RJD), Pg 6. “Motion in Limine to Admit Bin

Laden Docs - US Department of Justice.” Feb 15, 2015. Accessed: Aug 17, 2015.
53. Interview Pakistan 2016.
54. Abbas, Hassan. “How Drones Create More Terrorists.” August 23, 2013. The Atlantic.
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for the case of the North Waziristan Agency in Pakistan. Our focus on anticipatory effects suggests
that even if insurgents have access to more recruits due to feelings of revenge or sympathy in the
civilian population, the crisis of in-group trust in particular may impose major constraints on the
extent to which insurgents can integrate new stream of recruits.

Our empirical work provides a unique quantitative assessment of the impact of drones on the
actions of the insurgent groups they target. We are aware of the limits of the proxy of insurgent
violence as an outcome variable (Kalyvas and Kocher 2009; Staniland 2017), and see work on
consequences of drones on a broader set of intra-war outcomes as the next stage of research. Still,
it is notable that our results on effects of a purely coercive deployment like the drone program
are in stark contrast to findings in the literature on air-power and hearts-and-minds views.55 Our
evidence also calls into question the deeply held skepticism of counterinsurgency specialists on
limits of purely coercive options in asymmetric contests.

We want to caution on the issue of external validity of our findings. Our results may not
replicate in every use of drones. We are unsure on the precise composition of the surveillance
paraphernalia that produced the association we have documented. While we contribute new in-
formation on the secret pact between the US and Pakistani governments on the drone deployment,
there is plenty we have not been able to uncover on the composition of intelligence sharing be-
tween the two governments. Such details are critical to knowing how general our results may be
especially when their validity is being considered for drone deployments in another weak state
context.

Finally, we want to reiterate the implications of our research on civilian well-being. While we
offer a theoretical framework which moves away from importance of civilian preferences in conflict
processes, we do not excuse harm to civilian life due to drones. We want to emphasize that all
powerful states, especially the US government, must minimize harm to civilians as a matter of
justice, independent of use of force efficacy. We remain extremely concerned on the reported levels
of civilian casualties in US drone campaigns including the one in Pakistan. We implore greater
transparency and accountability on the issue.
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